
bar . 	 12/2/51 
Than for your letter. Herewith the be)ks. But I am constrained to caution you 

once again is about making unsupported and unsupportable co ncluaory statements, like 
"Oswald worked for the CIA." In the absence of proof, and you have none, this is propa-
ganda, not information. and it is a bud habit fo any lawyer to get into. 

lou night as a lawyer get away with it - and you might get clobbeded for it. 
Carl 'Abe has not beenainvektigating the assassin*tion. Rather is it obvious that 

he has been tcalmg various conspiracy theories and decided which one ho preferred. There 
is no real factual diam support for tho theory that the mafia or Hughera did the job. 

The Oliver Stone movie is a stinker and his promotions have already deceived and 
mis led many people. The script, which I exposed months ego, is based on Garrison's 
drekky rewriting of his own fiasco and history, a book of gross and non-accidental dis-
honesty. The script also thaws on another bad book, "errs' "Crossfire," a compendium of 
all the nutty theories. 

Weis is a wild man and espouain as you did what he said is irresponsible. 'That 
evidence is there - even a suspicion to believe - that the wreck of the Armj plane in 
Ne:ifoundland or the crash in which Hunt's wife was tilled near Midway have anything at all to do wity any kind of coverup? 

This is really sick and it is no credit to your judge,ent that you have anything 
at all to do with it. 

The MB= J11( did sign was not a "secret memo." It was a NSAM, a National Security 
Action liemerandum. It has been made public. 

If you see any articles on the comin; Stone movie I'd appreciate copies. 

Beat wishes, 

Other aide accidental extra copy I thought nigh be of interest. 


